7th August 2008

Dear All,

Invitation to Trans-nzoia Special Olympics 4 Peace

We have the pleasure to invite you to the Trans-nzoia Special Olympics 4 Peace to be held on Wednesday the 20th August 2008 starting from 10.00 AM at the TYSA grounds, located along the Sibanga-Kapsara road, half a Kilometer after the Sinyereri Bridge. Courtesy of Kenya Neem Foundation, the Special Olympics 4 Peace is expected to be covered live on radio.

This is a culmination of a series of sporting activities organized by TYSA to promote peace and reconciliation since January this year. Over 200,000 people have been reached with peace and reconciliation messages through sports, Forum Theater, dialogue meetings and Information, Education communication materials (I.E.C).

In order to maximize the spirit of Olympics- promotion of goodwill and inclusion, several activities are planned to take place on this day. These include; soccer, volleyball, athletics, darts, gymnastics, children games, sports for disabled persons, tug of war, Music, Dance and drama, among others, for all ages

We do appreciate your efforts in support of creating harmony and co-existence in our country. Your presence will therefore greatly boost the occasion as you join other invited guests from Kenya, Tanzania, Denmark and USA.

Yours faithfully

Gichuki Francis
Executive Director